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The p̄p→KSKS→4p6 cross section was measured at incident antiproton momenta between 0.6 and 1.9
GeV/c using the CERN Low Energy Antiproton Ring. This investigation was part of a systematic study of
in-flight antiproton-proton annihilations into two-neutral-meson final states in a search for hadronic resonances.
A coarse scan of thep̄p→KSKS cross section as a function of center-of-mass energy between 1.964 and 2.395
GeV/c2 and a fine scan of the region surrounding thej~2220! are presented. Upper limits on the product
branching ratioB(j→ p̄p)3B(j→KSKS) are determined for a wide range of mass and width assumptions
based on the nonobservation of thej~2220!. A rise in thep̄p→KSKS cross section is observed near 2.15 GeV/
c2, which is consistent with thef 2(2150) resonance.@S0556-2821~97!06919-1#

PACS number~s!: 13.75.2n, 14.40.2n, 25.43.1t

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum chromodynamics~QCD! has been very success-
ful in describing the strong interaction at high energies.
Within the framework of QCD, hadrons are composed of
colored quarks (q), antiquarks (q̄), and gluons (g) bound
together into color neutral states. The experimentally ob-
served families of bound states can be grouped and described
in the framework of the naive quark model in which only
three-quark (qqq) and quark-antiquark (qq̄) constructions
are used. The fact that gluons as well as quarks carry color

charge in QCD means that they should appear along with
quarks as valence particles in hadronic wave functions. QCD
calculations on the lattice support the existence of states with
valence glue and predict their masses with increasing reli-
ability @1#. The experimental discovery of the glueball spec-
trum would greatly increase our understanding of the strong
force at the hadronic scale@2#.

While no gluonic state has been conclusively identified,
several strong candidates exist. Good arguments have been
made that one or both of thef 0(1500) and thef J(1700)
states might be a scalar gluonic state or at least mixed with
such a state@3#. At higher mass, the flavor-neutral decay
pattern and narrow width of thef J(2220), also known as the
j~2220!, have led to its identification as a possible tensor
glueball@4#. Additionally, arguments have been made in sup-
port of the gluonic nature of the three broad tensor ‘‘gT
states’’ at masses of 2.010, 2.300, and 2.340 GeV@5#.
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The Jetset experiment was designed to search for such
states by measuring the energy dependence of the total and
differential cross sections of proton-antiproton annihilations
into exclusive two-meson final states. Theff, KSKS, and
hh final states were emphasized because of their suggested
sensitivity to specific candidate resonances and their ex-
pected small nonresonant cross sections. Incident antiproton
momenta from 0.6 to 1.9 GeV/c ~1.964 to 2.395 GeV/c2 in
center-of-mass energy! were used. The choices of momenta
provided both a broad scan of the entire energy region avail-
able at the CERN Low Energy Antiproton Ring~LEAR!, as
well as a more focused study in the vicinity of thej~2220!
state.

The j~2220! was first reported by the Mark III collabora-
tion in radiativeJ/c decays@6#. It appeared as a very narrow
structure with a mass of 2.231 GeV/c2 and a width of 0.020
GeV/c2 in the reconstructed mass spectra ofK1K2 and
KSKS from the decaysJ/c→gK1K2 and J/c→gKSKS .
The quantum numbers allowed for this state are
JPC

5(even)11. More recently, the BES experiment re-
ported@7# seeing thej~2220! not only inKK̄ decays but also
in nonstrangeJ/c→gpp and J/c→g p̄p channels. In this
context a measurement of thep̄p→KSKS cross section in the
region of thej~2220! is of particular interest since both en-
trance and exit channels have been observed to couple to this
state. A similar measurement has also been reported by the
PS185 Collaboration at LEAR@8#. In combination, these two
experiments place strict limits on the production of the
j~2220! in this channel. Additional motivation for the experi-
ment is drawn from the reported resonances in theff sys-
tem at Brookhaven National Laboratory@5# in the reaction
p2p→nff and from the fact that data on the meson spec-
trum from p̄p in-flight annihilations are comparatively
scarce.

II. EXPERIMENT

Data were collected using a nonmagnetic detector con-
structed around a hydrogen gas jet target installed in one of
the straight sections of LEAR. The detector was divided into
a forward endcap covering the region from 9° to 45° and a
barrel sector covering 45° to 135°. Each region consisted of
the following components: inner trigger scintillators, straw
tracking chambers, silicondE/dx pads, threshold Cˇ erenkov
counters, three layers of outer scintillators, and an electro-
magnetic calorimeter. A schematic view of the detector is
shown in Fig. 1. More detailed descriptions of the detector
may be found elsewhere@9,10#. The hydrogen gas jet target
had a density of up to 531012 atoms/cm2 at the beam inter-
section. LEAR typically stored between 2.5 and 3.031010

antiprotons. With a revolution frequency of approximately
3.2 MHz at a momentum of 1.5 GeV/c, this leads to an
instantaneous luminosity of approximately 431029

cm22 s21. The fractional momentum uncertainty was less
than 0.1% or approximately 0.5 MeV in center-of-mass en-
ergy.

The prominent feature ofp̄p→KSKS→4p6 events is the
relatively long livedKS , which has a mean lifetimet of
0.089 26 ns, orct52.676 cm @11#. This allowed theKS
mesons to travel a macroscopic distance before decaying.

This feature was exploited to detect and identifyKSKS
events. The tracks made by the charged pions from theKS
decay formed an unmistakableV0 pattern in the detector.
The on-line identification ofKS event candidates looked for
these delayed decays by requiring signals in the outer scin-
tillators and the Cˇ erenkov counters for each of the charged
pions while using the inner scintillators that surrounded the
interaction region as a veto shield. This ensured that at least
the forward-going pair of pions was produced outside of the
target region.

Two sets of data with theKS trigger were collected. The
first data set consisted of eight evenly spaced momenta be-
tween 1.2 and 1.9 GeV/c, referred to as the ‘‘coarse scan.’’
The second set of ‘‘fine-scan’’ data included seven momenta
from 1.39 to 1.48 GeV/c in 0.015-GeV/c steps, covering the
j~2220! mass region. In addition,KS data at 0.61 and 0.85
GeV/c were obtained during special calibration runs at the
start of the second period.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

The reconstruction of events depended on the identification
of a delayedKS decay vertex. Charged-particle tracks were
reconstructed based on information from the straw tracking
chambers. To form two independent vertices, four tracks
were required. An event sample with four or five tracks was
examined for vertex combinations. Vertices were divided
into two categories: those made of two forward

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the Jetset detector with aKSKS event
superimposed.
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tracks and those made of two barrel tracks.1 In each event,
forward and barrel vertex candidates were made by matching
all pairs of forward or barrel tracks. Candidate vertices were
removed if the distance of closest approach of the two tracks
was greater than 3.06 cm or 5.89 cm for forward and barrel
vertices, respectively, or if the plane defined by the two
tracks did not contain the target.

The barrel tracker straw wires provided modest~1.3 cm!
position resolution in thez direction through charge division
and good (150– 500mm) resolution in the orthogonal coor-
dinates (xy) from the drift-time information. The latter fact
was exploited to make a test of momentum conservation in
the xy plane of the barrelKS decay vertex by requiring that
it is possible to draw a line from the interaction region to the
vertex, which extends through the opening of theV0. Barrel
vertices failing this test were discarded. Once identified, each
candidate vertex was geometrically fit. The tracks from the
fit vertex were followed outward. If either track passed
through an inner scintillator, which should have vetoed the
event, the vertex was removed. This eliminated vertices
made by random coincidences of tracks that at some point
along their trajectories passed the distance of closest ap-
proach and other cuts mentioned earlier. Events with less
than two independent vertices and events containing pho-
tons, identified by the calorimeter, were removed from the
event sample.

The momentum of each tracked pion was not directly
measured, but was determined through solution of momen-
tum and energy conservation in the event. This solution as-
sumed that the reconstructed tracks were produced by pions
and was based on the measured directions of the particles.
For each event, up to two solutions could be consistent with
the kinematics. Owing to the finite detector resolution, a
‘‘violation’’ of energy conservation for a candidate solution
was permitted up to 0.23Ebeam. Monte Carlo studies veri-
fied the placement of this cut. For events with no solutions,

either the hypothesis that the tracks were produced by pions
was wrong or there were other, unobserved final-state par-
ticles in the event. In either case, these events were removed
from the event sample.

A least-squares fit to the kinematics ofp̄p→KSKS→4p6

was performed for each event having an allowable momen-
tum solution. The kinematic fit provided improved precision
for the momenta of the pion tracks and yielded a measure of
the probability that the event matched thep̄p→KSKS→4p6

hypothesis. Thex2 distribution is shown in Fig. 2. For both
data and Monte Carlo events, thex2 distribution was found
to be broader than that expected for anideal least-squares fit
with six degrees of freedom. This was not surprising owing
to effects such as multiple-scattering and pion interactions.
When compared in detail, the Monte Carlo and datax2 dis-
tributions have a nearly identical shape, however, with the
scale stretched by a factor of 5.5 for the real events. This
factor comes from consideration of the additional non-
Gaussian uncertainties that are present in the detector but
were not included in the simulation. For example, the preci-
sion of the positioning of the forward and barrel trackers
with respect to one another was worse than the resolution of
these devices. Further, the true straw-tracker resolution func-
tion had to be described by two Gaussians, one narrow and
one broad. In the simulation, only an average was used. Both
effects were studied and were found to contribute to thex2

scale difference. The maximum allowedx2 in the final data
sample was set to 825, which was large enough so that the
scale difference did not affect any of our conclusions beyond
the systematic errors we report.

These steps led to the following reduction in the number
of events. The fraction of two-vertex candidate events in the
raw trigger was 0.045% and 0.079% for the fine- and coarse-
scan data sets, respectively. This difference is understood
and is described later. Of the 6195 fine-scan and 11 442
coarse-scan events that remained, approximately 16% were
left once the photon cut was applied. Events with candidate
kinematical solutions lowered the sample to approximately
9%. Finally, after the kinematic fitting andx2 cuts were ap-
plied 159 fine-scan and 346 coarse-scan events remained.
We estimate that approximately 90% of these events were
p̄p→KSKS events as discussed below.

A plot of the invariant mass for the forward vertex versus
that of the barrel2 is shown in Fig. 3 for events that, when

1Vertices formed from one forward and one barrel track were not
used. The additional acceptance~less than 10%! owing to this to-
pology was overwhelmed by the increase in background. No clean
extraction of such events was possible.

2The kinematics ofp̄p→KSKS forbids events with both vertices
in the barrel region or both vertices in the forward region, except in
rare instances at the 1.9-GeV/c incident momentum setting.

FIG. 2. x2 distributions for data~unshaded, solid line! and
Monte Carlo events~shaded, dashed line!. The lower and left scales
are for the Monte Carlo events and the upper and right scales are for
data.

FIG. 3. Goldhaber plot of invariant mass combinations formed
from forward and barrel vertices. This plot represents all of the data
where a solution has been found with two independent vertices.
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processed by the event fitting routine, were found to have an
acceptablex2. The plot is dominated by events in theKSKS
mass region. Evidence for a small background contamination
can be seen in the regions on the high-mass sides of the peak.
The background events are primarily from the
p̄p→KSK*→KSKSp0 and p̄p→KSK*→KSK6p7 reac-
tions and their nonresonant partners, which can easily mimic
the channel of interest. These reactions have cross sections
from 10 to 100 times larger than thep̄p→KSKS cross sec-
tion @12#. The final states involving neutralp0 are identified
and rejected when one or more photons were observed in the
calorimeter. Monte Carlo studies of simulated background
events processed according to theKSKS hypothesis con-
firmed that a small number do enter the final sample and that
the invariant mass reconstruction for these events is always
on the high side of theKS mass as seen in the plot.

The number of background events was estimated by com-
paring the decay length distribution with the ideal one for
true KS decays. The measured decay lengths, converted to a
lifetime distribution, should show an exponential decay. Any
deviation from this due to events with charged particles
emerging directly from the origin shows up as an excess at
very small lifetimes, while the tail of the distribution is un-
affected. The background was estimated by fitting the tail of
the lifetime distribution and extrapolating into the region
where the promptV0 decays create an excess. The exact
shape of the distribution for the delayed decays was deter-
mined by Monte Carlo taking into account the full accep-
tance of the detector.

This method of estimating the number of background
events in the sample depends on having a statistically signifi-
cant number of events in the tail of the lifetime distribution.
For this purpose, the data were divided into three groups: the
~1.6–1.9!-GeV/c coarse-scan data, the~1.2–1.5!-GeV/c
coarse-scan data, and the~1.39–1.50!-GeV/c fine-scan data.
Even with this division, the statistics in the tail region were
limited and a ‘‘binned likelihood’’ procedure based on Pois-
son statistics was used for the fit@13#. The only parameter
varied in this fit was an overall scale factor for the Monte
Carlo distributions. Based on this procedure, the event
samples contained (89.169.3)%, (91.867.2)%, and
(91.568.9)% truep̄p→KSKS events for the three samples,
respectively. Figure 4 shows the lifetime distributions for the
fine-scan data along with a corresponding Monte Carlo dis-

TABLE I. p̄p→KSKS cross sections. Also listed are the integrated luminosity, the acceptance, the number
of events detected at each energy, and the fraction of those events that arep̄p→KSKS→4p6 events.

Beam
momentum
(GeV/c)

Center
of mass
energy

(GeV/c2)

Integrated
luminosity

(nb21)

Monte
Carlo

acceptance
~%!

Number
of

events

Cross
section
~mb!

Coarse scan
1.900 2.395 3.59 0.31 1 0.1760.17
1.800 2.360 20.75 0.31 41 1.2160.23
1.700 2.324 11.17 0.32 25 1.3360.30
1.600 2.289 19.48 0.33 65 1.9060.31
1.500 2.254 4.13 0.35 9 1.2260.42
1.400 2.218 13.71 0.33 69 2.9560.43
1.300 2.183 16.10 0.33 77 2.8460.40
1.200 2.149 4.75 0.30 59 8.1661.26

Fine scan
1.480 2.247 8.62 0.085 17 1.7160.45
1.465 2.241 6.06 0.092 20 2.6760.66
1.450 2.236 11.29 0.085 29 2.1760.46
1.435 2.231 11.57 0.085 36 2.6360.52
1.420 2.225 11.92 0.092 38 2.5660.49
1.405 2.220 5.30 0.085 15 2.4460.68
1.390 2.215 1.49 0.085 4 2.2861.17

Additional Points
0.850 2.033 1.76 0.037 7 6.0462.76
0.609 1.964 1.03 0.018 2 6.0765.06

FIG. 4. Lifetime distributions for the fine-scan data~points! and
Monte Carlo events~histogram! for ~a! forward and~b! barrel ver-
tices. The arrow indicates where the ‘‘tail’’ began for purposes of
the fit.
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tribution that has been scaled by the fitting procedure de-
scribed.

The Monte Carlo events were generated using theGEANT

package from CERN@14#. The geometry and composition of
all detectors and relevant support structures were included in
the simulation. Monte Carlo events for the reaction
p̄p→KSKS were generated isotropically in cos(uc.m.) and
then weighted according to the second-order Legendre poly-
nomial fit reported by the PS185 collaboration for their data
obtained near 1.43-GeV/c incident antiproton momentum
@8#. Since the trueKSKS differential cross section rises
slightly at forward angles, this procedure resulted in an in-
crease in the inferred total cross section by an average of 4%
compared to what would have been obtained assuming a flat
differential cross section. The Monte Carlo events passed
through the same analysis steps outlined above to determine
the overall detector acceptance. Events from relevant back-
ground reactions such asp̄p→KSK* were also generated
with a uniform angular distribution and were studied for
feeddown into theKSKS sample.

The integrated luminosity at each momentum setting was
determined by continuously measuring thep̄p elastic differ-
ential cross section at 90° in the center-of-mass frame. The
absolute cross section for elastic scattering is well estab-
lished throughout the energy region of interest@15#. A spe-
cial trigger, based on pairs of pixels in the forward outer
scintillator array, was used to select these events and a sepa-
rate analysis was performed on this data sample. A compari-
son of the acceptance-corrected elastic yield to the published
cross section provided a measure of the absolute integrated
luminosity. An additional 15% uncertainty, not included in
the errors on the individual points, exists on the scale of our
final cross sections and is common for all of the energy
points. This systematic error includes 5% uncertainty on the
p̄p elastic cross sections. The relative energy-point to
energy-point integrated luminosity is more precise and was
derived not only from the elastic event sample, but also from
a combination of trigger scintillator scalers, which were
found to be very reliable and stable for the lifetime of the
Jetset experiment. The relative luminosity error was found to
be approximately 2%.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The total cross section as a function of the center-of-mass
energy was derived by dividing the background-subtracted
number of observed events by the integrated luminosity and
by the acceptance. The results are listed in Table I and are
shown in Fig. 5. The measured cross section is interpreted as
the sum of contributions from a smoothly varying, nonreso-
nant production plus any resonances. The exact form of the
nonresonant component of the cross sectionsnr is not im-
portant as it changes only slightly over the region of interest
and several functional forms can be used. However, we find
it convenient to employ the parametrization of Vander-
meulen @16#, which recognizes thatN̄N annihilations pro-
ceed dominantly through two-meson intermediate states. It
has the form

snr5Ap* e2Bp* , ~1!

whereA andB are parameters andp* is the momentum of

the KS mesons in the center-of-massp* 5(1/2)As24mKS

2 .

The solid line in Fig. 5 follows this form and fits the data
well.

Between the coarse-scan and fine-scan runs, the radiator
in the Čerenkov counters was changed from FC72@17# to
water with a corresponding decrease in the thresholdb from
0.79c to 0.75c. This detector was designed to be used as a
veto for fast pions (b.0.9) in a trigger for the reaction
p̄p→4K6, which was a primary channel of our experiment.
To keep the fraction of false fast-pion vetos low, the dis-
criminator thresholds on these detectors were raised so that
25250% of the fast charged pions passed through undetec-
ted. This change in threshold happened between the coarse-
and fine-scan runs. The consequence to theKSKS data set
was an inefficiency in the trigger for the fine scan. Since the
thresholds were comfortably below pion threshold during the
coarse scan, we choose to normalize the fine-scan data to the
coarse-scan data to establish the final cross-section values.
The ratio Acoarse/Afine50.6160.07 was used. In the search
for narrow resonances in the fine-scan data, this normaliza-
tion factor does not influence the relative cross-section data,
only the scale.

To calculate the differential cross section with sufficient
statistics, the data were summed into the three groups men-
tioned above. These distributions are shown in Fig. 6. The
angular acceptance of the detector limited the range of the
differential cross section to 0.3,cos(uc.m.),0.9. In the re-
gion of the acceptance, all of the distributions show little
structure. A Legendre polynomial fit was not done due to the
limited data near cos(uc.m.)51, which is needed in order to
include the higher-order terms.

The resonant portion of the cross section, if present, may
be described by a Breit-Wigner line shape. If there is no
interference between the resonance and the background, then
these contributions can be summed. The Breit-Wigner pa-
rametrization is given by

sBW5~w iw f !
~2J11!

~2S111!~2S211!

4p~\c !2

s24mp
2

3

G2

~As2m res!
2
1G2/4

. ~2!

FIG. 5. Total cross section for the reactionp̄p→KSKS . The

solid curve is a fit following the formAp* 3e2Bp* , excluding the
1.2 GeV/c point. The fine-scan data have been adjusted to match
the scale of the coarse-scan data by means of a multiplicative factor.
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Here w iw f is the double branching ratioB(X→ p̄p)
3B(X→KSKS). The S i terms are the spins of the initial
proton and antiproton (1/2) andJ is the total angular mo-
mentum of the resonance, reducing the angular momentum
term (2J11)/@(2S111)(2S211)# to either 5/4 or 9/4 for
J52 or J54. With these parametrizations of the nonreso-
nant and resonant cross sections, the total cross section may
be expressed as a function of five parameters:A andB from
Eq. ~1! andw iw f , G, andm res from Eq. ~2!. To completely
describe the data, a sixth parameter was added to renormalize
the fine scan to the coarse-scan data.

For fixed mass and width assumptions, the likelihood ra-
tio test was used to place limits on the strength of a possible
resonance@18#. In this test, an initial likelihood fit was made
in which the strength of the resonance was allowed to vary
freely. The fit was then repeated with a fixed resonance
strength (w iw f)* . The likelihood ratio is defined as
l5L* /L, where the likelihood from the initial fit isL and
the likelihood from the fit with fixed resonance strength is
L* . The significance of the resonance strength (w iw f)* can
be deduced by noting that the statistic22 ln l follows a x2

distribution with one degree of freedom. The resonance
strength was systematically increased and new fits were
made until the resonance strength corresponding to a signifi-
cance 0.05 was found. This strength represents an upper limit
on the double branching ratio with confidence of 95% for the
particular mass and width that were chosen.

In the region of thej, this procedure was performed for
widths in the range from 5 to 40 MeV/c2 and masses from
2.219 to 2.246 GeV/c2. The composite results are compiled
in Fig. 7~a! in the form of a contour map representing upper
limits on the double branching ratio as a function of reso-
nance width and mass. A tensor (J52) resonance was as-
sumed. For aJ54 resonance, the upper limit must be mul-
tiplied by the factor 5/9 to account for the spin term in Eq.

~2!. The least restrictive limit on a possible resonance as
determined by this data set alone occurs at a mass of 2.231
GeV and a width of 0.012 GeV. Here the upper limit on the
double branching ratio is 19.531025. A fit of the cross sec-
tion that forces a resonance at this point produces a double
branching ratio of approximately 531025 with a signifi-
cance of just less than one standard deviation.

A similar analysis was made for the cross-section mea-
surements presented here combined with those reported by
the PS185 collaboration@8#, which cover the same general
energy region, however, at slightly different specific momen-
tum values. Merging the two data sets required an additional
parameter to account for the 15% uncertainty in the global
normalizations reported as systematic errors in the overall
cross-section scale by each experiment. The contours for the
combined data are shown in Fig. 7~b!. Some insensitive re-
gions exist where neither experiment accumulated data; how-
ever, generally, the limits3 on the double branching ratio are
relatively constant at less than 7.531025 for a resonance
whose width is greater than 5 MeV/c2.

These results may be combined with those from Mark III
and BES to establish allowed values for the single branching
ratiosB(J/c→gj), B(j→KSKS) andB(j→ p̄p). Plotted in
Fig. 8~a! are the single branching ratiosB(j→KSKS) versus
B(j→ p̄p). The KSKS branching is averaged from Mark III
and BES, while thep̄p result is from BES alone.4 The results
presented here form a hyperbola that sets an upper bound on
the product, implying that single branching ratios up to the
1–2% limit are allowed. Very large couplings are excluded.
In Fig. 8~b! the same information is used to show the region
permitted for the couplingJ/c→gj. In the allowed region,

3The 3s limits quoted in Ref.@8# are more restrictive than those
produced by the likelihood method when applied to either the
PS185 data alone or to the combined PS185/Jetset data. A con-
strained background function was used in the PS185 fitting proce-
dure, which may contribute in part to the difference. We judge the
likelihood method and results to be more general in nature and
properly representative of the true limits implied by these searches
for the j.

4Mark III set a limit of B(J/c→gj)3B(j→ p̄p),231025 at a
confidence level of 90%. BES measured 1.531025 for the same
quantity based on a peak with a 3.8 standard deviation significance.

FIG. 7. Contours of the upper limit on the double branching
ratio B(j→ p̄p)3B(j→KSKS) as a function of resonance mass
and width for aJ52 resonance. The contours represent steps of
2.531025 and the shading changes in steps of 531025. In ~a! only
the data from this work are considered. In~b! our data are combined
with the data from PS185@8# and the same procedure is repeated.

FIG. 6. Differential cross section results for three energy group-
ings of the reactionp̄p→KSKS . The 1.2-, 1.3-, 1.4-, and 1.5-GeV/
c data are shown in~a!, the fine-scan~1.39–1.48!-GeV/c data are
shown in~b!, and the 1.6-, 1.7-, 1.8-, and 1.9-GeV/c data are shown
in ~c!.
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the branching ratio is greater than 0.2%, which indicates a
very strong coupling. An upper limit onB(J/c→gj) may
also be inferred based on the total of all radiative decays,
which is approximately 8%.

An examination of the broad scan reveals that the
p̄p→KSKS cross section at 1.2 GeV/c ~2.148 GeV/c2! ap-
pears significantly larger than is expected with the simple
nonresonant parametrization. During the period of the fine
scan, data were collected at two additional momenta below
1.2 GeV/c. These data, 0.61 and 0.85 GeV/c, were used for
detector calibration. Thep̄p→KSKS trigger was in opera-
tion, but the luminosity trigger was not. The integrated lumi-
nosity for these points was deduced by comparing the count-
ing rates in simple coincidences formed by various triggering
counters with those obtained at other momenta where the
integrated luminosity was known. An extrapolation was used
for the anticipated momentum dependence of the rates. The
final values for these low-momentum points are given in
Table I, where the errors reflect not only the small number of
events, but also the additional uncertainties in the integrated
luminosity and acceptance.

A complete view of thep̄p→KSKS total cross section is
seen in Fig. 9, where all the world’s data are represented. A
resonance in the region of the 1.2-GeV/c point has been
reported in several other channels includingp̄p→p0p0 @28#,
p̄p→ p̄p @29#, p̄p→ n̄n @30#, and thep̄p total cross section
@31#. All find evidence for a structure near 2.150 GeV with a
statistically consistent width in the range from 0.050 to 0.250
GeV/c2. The fit by the BES collaboration of thep̄p spectrum
in J/c→g p̄p also included such a structure at 2.144 GeV/c2

@7#. A 211 resonance, known as thef 2(2150), is associated
with this collection of observations by the Particle Data
Group @11#. When the data below 1.8 GeV/c2 in the
p̄p→KSKS summary are fit with a freely floating Breit-
Wigner permitted to sum incoherently with the background,
one finds that the data are consistent with this resonance,

having a double branching ratio ofw iw f527
27
19

31025 at
2.139

20.009
10.008 GeV/c2 having a width of 0.056

20.016
10.031 GeV/c2.

The x2 per degree of freedom for this fit was 28.9/40, com-
pared with 60.7/43 when fit with no resonance.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported new results on a search for thej~2220!
in the formation channelp̄p→KSKS . No evidence for the
j~2220! was found. Combining these results with those from
earlier work at LEAR by the PS185 experiment@8# sets new
limits on the double branching ratio product
B(j→ p̄p)3B(j→KSKS) for a wide range of mass and
width assumptions of thej. For mass and width combina-
tions appropriate to the radiativeJ/c findings, the double
branching ratios are all less than 7.531025 at a confidence
level of 95%. The implications of this limit are that the cou-
pling of the j~2220! to the final statesKK̄ and p̄p is very
small, at the level of 1% or less. Given these results in com-
bination with other measurements of thej~2220!, the ques-
tion arises, if the channels in which thej~2220! has been
observed are not its primary decay modes, to which channels
does it strongly couple? In a study of thep0p0, hh, andff
final states, our experiment establishes similar limits@32#. If
thej~2220! does indeed couple top̄p at the level reported by
BES, then greater than 90% of its decays have yet to be
discovered.
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